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Your Guide to ExpectationsYour Guide to Expectations
and Benefitsand Benefits





As-is shipping containers are containers that have been inspected and
found to have extensive damage, making them too expensive to repair
for achieving wind and water-tight conditions. These containers typically
have external and internal issues like rust, dents, holes, and broken
flooring. Due to their compromised condition, it is generally not highly
recommended for customers to purchase them unless structural
integrity and exterior appearance are not essential factors for their
intended use.

While as-is storage containers for sale can save buyers money, it's
important to consider the potential challenges involved. These
containers may require additional maintenance and repairs, and they
may not offer the same level of durability and longevity as new or
refurbished containers.

It's crucial to carefully evaluate used-as-is storage cargo 
containers for sale and consider the cost of necessary repairs 
before making a decision. Seeking expert advice from our 
customer service will ensure you make an informed choice.

Your Guide to Expectations and its Benefits
Used Cargo-Worthy Shipping Container:



Signs of Wear and Tear: The container will likely show signs of use, including
scratches, dents, and possibly rust. The flaws show its past and hard work,
giving it personality and proving it can last a long time.

Functional Doors: The double doors should still be functional, although they
may require additional effort to open and close. The container has been used
before and proven to be reliable in tough conditions. Rest assured, with a little
extra push, you can access your belongings securely.

Interior Condition: The interior might have some stains or minor damage to
the plywood floor or walls. These blemishes are a reminder of the container's
history and the various items it has housed. However, they do not compromise
its functionality or the ability to store your goods safely.

No Repairs: "As Is" implies the container has not been repaired or refurbished
after its last use. This transparency ensures that you are aware of its previous
state. Although it has not undergone any repairs, it remains structurally sound
and ready to serve its purpose.

Weatherproof: Despite their used condition, these containers are typically still
weatherproof and able to protect contents from the elements. The strong
corten steel materials of the container keep your things safe from rain, wind,
and other weather conditions. Trust in its ability to maintain the integrity of
your stored items.
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When you receive an As-Is
Shipping Container for sale, you
can expect the following:
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Shipping Containers
Uses of Cargo-Worthy 

Temporary Storage: As-is containers are commonly used for storing materials that are
not sensitive to moisture or rust, such as building materials, car parts, and tools. These
containers provide a cost-effective solution for businesses or individuals who require
basic heavy-duty storage without requiring top-tier protection.

Extra Warehouse Space: Businesses facing a shortage of warehouse space can utilize
Grade C containers for additional storage. These containers especially high cube sizes can
hold excess inventory, unused equipment, or seasonal items, freeing up space in the
main warehouse.

Garden and Outdoor Storage: Grade C containers can be repurposed as garden sheds or
outdoor storage units. They offer a secure and weather-resistant space to store gardening
tools, lawn equipment, patio furniture, and outdoor toys.

Event Storage: Grade C containers can be used for temporary storage during events and
exhibitions. They can hold event supplies, promotional materials, signage, or equipment,
ensuring easy access and protection of valuable items.

Construction Site Offices: When fitted with insulation, electricity, and plumbing, Grade C
cargo-worthy containers can serve as on-site offices for construction projects. These
containers can be customized to paint so they can be living spaces for project managers,
foremen, and administrative staff, providing them with a comfortable and secure office
space.



MAY NOT CLOSE PROPERLY

What to Expect When Purchasing
Comparing Shipping Container Condition & Grades: 
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